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a b s t r a c t

Many cities around the world are experiencing the negative effects associated with not sustaining a suffi-
cient level of tree canopy coverage. Tree canopy provides environmental benefits such as clean water and
air, erosion prevention, climate control, and native species habitat and provides economic benefits such
as higher housing values and lower energy expenditures. We study local government policies in a large
U.S. metropolitan area (the Atlanta Metropolitan Statistical Area) to find which policies perform the best
at preserving or increasing urban forests. Empirical analysis reveals that a set of effective tree ordinance
clauses, zoning ordinances, and having high quality smart growth projects in the community all help in
preserving tree canopy in economically and environmentally meaningful amounts. Other actions, such
rban forests as simply having a tree ordinance, designating a key management person in charge of tree programs, the
presence of a tree board, and multiple communication channels were shown to be ineffective for our data
set. Because benefits from tree canopy accrue to the local government’s budget, to residents and to busi-
ness owners, the entire community should gain from the passage of effective policies to preserve their
local tree canopy. Estimated economic benefits from preserving tree canopy through an effective set of
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To study which local government policies are the most success-
public policies are in the r
stormwater management.

ntroduction

Many cities around the world are experiencing the negative
ffects associated with not sustaining a sufficient level of tree
anopy coverage. Trees and tree canopy play a crucial role in the
nvironment, providing benefits such as clean water and air, ero-
ion prevention, climate control, and sustained ecological resources
nd native species habitat (cf., Taha, 1996; Scott et al., 1999). Addi-
ionally, trees and tree canopy play an economic role by increasing
ousing values, alleviating expenditures related to erosion destruc-
ion, decreasing spending on sewer standards, increasing energy
fficiency, and reducing medical costs related to health issues, such
s asthma, that are associated with environmental degradation
Georgia Forestry Commission, 2006; McPherson et al., 2005).

In Europe, where realizing the importance of urban forests has
agged a little behind the U.S., increasing urban forests is now a high
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

riority in Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, The Netherlands, and the
nited Kingdom (Konijnendijk, 2003). Also, a new ethos is emerg-

ng in Europe where urban forests are expected to serve societal
eeds rather than just produce lumber (Wiersum, 1999). However,
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of $10–15 million annually in an average county, mostly due to savings on

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ne should note that this study examines tree canopy preservation
n an American urban/suburban setting.1 This would include urban
orests, but also would include trees in the yards of private homes
hich would fall outside the common European concept of urban

orestry (Ireland and the U.K. do include private trees under some
olicies2). In urban settings, public trees and private trees often
ffset each other. Planning codes which pertain to public spaces ref-
rence zoning codes with site design requirements (cf. the authors’
ocal Athens-Clarke County Planning Code, 2009). These cross ref-
rences in code mean that public and private urban forest cover are
ighly intertwined and often one impacts the other (Zhu and Zhang,
008). For these reasons we are interested in trees of all types – pub-

ic trees and private trees, natural forests, planted forests, trees in
rivate yards – and the effect of local government policies which
reserve or encourage an increase in tree numbers and tree canopy.
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

ul in preserving tree canopy, an empirical study was performed
sing Greater Metropolitan Atlanta (the ninth largest metropoli-
an statistical area in the U.S., consisting of 28 counties each with

1 Transferring these results into policy recommendations in a European setting
hould be done very cautiously.

2 We think a reviewer for alerting us to this fact.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02648377
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/landusepol
mailto:jdorfman@uga.edu
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government, over 21,000 km2 and approximately 5 million peo-
le) as the study area. Atlanta has experienced explosive population
rowth: 27% from 1970 to 1980, 33% from 1980 to 1990, and 39%
rom 1990 to 2000 (CensusScope, 2006). The result of this popula-
ion growth has been considerable land conversion, with a gain of
2 ha per day of impervious surface from 1991 to 2001. This land
onversion was accompanied by significant loss of tree canopy3

overage, averaging a loss of 23 ha per day from 1991 to 2001
Natural Resources Spatial Analysis Laboratory, 2007). These trends
re troubling, given the environmental and economic benefits of
ree canopy listed above.

A significant problem that may affect tree canopy loss is that
any relatively rural counties in the Atlanta region are incurring

igh rates of population growth that they historically have not
xperienced. Excess housing demand has led homeowners to set-
le in neighboring counties where housing is both available and
ffordable. Although expanding land development due to popula-
ion growth is inevitable, many of the urbanizing counties in which
his growth is occurring face the same dilemma as metropolitan
ringe counties all over the country: the need to address growth
ssues where the demand and/or resources to implement such prac-
ices previously did not exist (Daniels, 1999). For example, lenient
and use policies such as low-density and single-use zoning, lack of
mpact fees on development, and minimum lot-size requirements
re implemented in a number of counties in the Atlanta Metropoli-
an Statistical Area (Brookings, 2000; Giles et al., 1980; Heim, 2001).
owever, the complexity of administration through elected gov-
rnment officials, difficulty in changing administrative structures,
nd developer opposition to implementing more stringent stan-
ards are all challenges that impede county policy makers from

nstituting better conservation land use policies (Olsen, 2000).
In order for policy makers such as county commissioners to

ake the most efficient and effective policy choices, they must
e supplied with information concerning both the benefits of tree
anopy and the influence of policies that they can create to preserve
t. An abundant amount of studies have examined the benefit of tree
anopy (see Center for Urban Forestry Research, 2008, for a collec-
ion); however, to date, few studies have analyzed the influence of
olicies to preserve it.

Given this need, the central question of this study is: how much
enefit does government intervention – through land use policies
have in reducing tree canopy loss (public and private combined)

hroughout the 28-county metropolitan Atlanta area? To answer
his question, a variety of land use and tree protection policies are
xamined to see which can be empirically linked to the protec-
ion of tree canopy. The results of our empirical study should prove
seful to policy makers and environmental advocates who wish to
reserve tree canopy but need to know what policies are actually
ffective as opposed to those which look good on paper but do not
ctually produce results. Choosing better policies will be of benefit
n the United States. In Europe, where very few cities outside of the
nited Kingdom and Ireland have comprehensive local urban forest
olicies, these recommendations could serve as the foundation for
riting the first such policies (Konijnendijk, 1999).

revious works on land use policies and practices in
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

elation to tree canopy

Urban morphology, which can primarily be described by devel-
pment patterns, local land use, and population density can

3 We use the term tree canopy in most places in this article because our satellite-
ased data measured tree canopy, not tree numbers, and so while most policies are
oncerned with tree numbers, we measure impacts on canopy.
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ave considerable effects on tree canopy coverage. A popular
ocal government decision-making program created by CITYgreen
American Forests, 2002) delineates tree coverage into five cate-
ories for each land use category, including very light (0–5%), light
6–20%), medium (21–40%), heavy (41–60%), and covered (>60%).
his is useful since different land uses often experience different
egrees of development. For example, development patterns can
ave a huge effect on tree canopy coverage, with 1–2 family homes
31.4%), undeveloped land (44.5%), and parkland (47.6%) having the
ighest mean percent tree canopy coverage in urban areas, while

and uses such as industrial (19.9%), and commercial (7.2%) are
uch lower. It can be inferred from this data that urban com-
unities with a higher percentage of residential, undeveloped, or

arkland will have higher levels of tree canopy coverage (Nowak
t al., 1996). These findings are reflected in American Forests’ goal
tandards for U.S. cities, which encourages cities to strive for a 40%
verage, but also has differing average percentage requirements for
iffering land uses, such as downtown and industrial area (15%),
rban residential and light commercial areas (25%), and suburban
reas (50%) (American Forests, 2002).

It is widely accepted that particular land use policies used by
ocal governments have an effect on tree canopy coverage. Com-
rehensive plans, zoning ordinances, tree ordinances, subdivision
egulations, and participation in tree programs are all instruments
hat can be used to help protect trees, and therefore improve tree
anopy coverage (Coughlin et al., 1988; Gatrell and Jensen, 2002;
eynan and Lindsey, 2003; Nowak et al., 2002).

Communities may also implement tree ordinances, which in the
.S. context are local government policies which incorporate a vari-
ty of requirements and regulations in regards to sustaining trees
n private lands. At a minimum, most tree ordinances establish a
ommunity tree board, encourage regular tree upkeep and mainte-
ance, include a tree inventory, and implement rules regarding the
reservation of a certain number and type of trees during devel-
pment. More sophisticated ordinances have provisions such as
equirements for private property care, establishment of penalties
nd fines for violations, regulation of disease and abatement, and
ducational requirements and programs (Elmendorf et al., 2003).

A multitude of studies have examined the relationship between
ree ordinances and their effect on trees. Trieman (2004) conducted
study on 602 Missouri communities that attempted to capture

he knowledge and strategies that were taken by local officials
n regards to adopting and managing tree ordinances. Among its

any conclusions, the study found that in the areas surveyed, many
ommunities are reactive in caring for trees, do not have a suffi-
ient budget, and often do not employ tree specialists. This is an
ssue considering that tree management, employee training and
ducation, and financial assistance are crucial for the operation of
uccessful tree protection policies (ODF, 2004). Other studies have
een conducted concerning tree ordinance effectiveness. These

nclude: Green et al. (1998) who researched funding, tree man-
gement, education and public awareness in smaller communities;
icard (1994) who studied municipal needs for tree programs, offi-
ials’ opinions concerning public tree value, support for community
ree programs, and the need for technical assistance; Clark and

atheny’s (1998) survey study on policies and practices that influ-
nced municipal tree programs; and Allen (1995) studied municipal
mployees’ opinions and attitudes towards urban forestry policies
nd programs. Olsen (2000) also discusses some of the challenges
acing local government policy makers trying to improve land use
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

olicies; leading issues are found to be complex administration,
igid administrative structures, and developer opposition. These
tudies illustrate that issues are present for not only the exis-
ence and components of tree ordinances, but in the management,
nforcement, and support of the ordinances by communities.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
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Two studies of particular importance were conducted by
lmendorf et al. (2003) and Schroeder et al. (2003). Both took
comprehensive approach to surveying municipalities by com-

ining questions concerning municipal employee attitudes and
actual information that influenced the well-being of trees in both
arge and small communities. Elmendorf attempted to determine

hat trends in urban forestry practices, programs, and sustain-
bility influence tree numbers and their prosperity. The study
oncluded that although ordinances do provide indirect influ-
nce, the factors that influence tree density and health are the
evels of enforcement and management implemented by munic-
palities and communities. Specifically, time, energy, knowledge,
upport, politics, and municipal cooperation are correlated with
rdinance success. Schroeder used a similar approach and con-
luded that inadequate tree policies exist in smaller communities
hich lack the knowledge, support, and funding to implement pro-

ective practices, in comparison to larger communities which are
ore likely to have educated tree care specialists, better tree care

ervices, existing and well-specified tree ordinances, and a supe-
ior chance at receiving state and federal grants for tree protection.
lso, expanding efforts to include private trees is crucial to success

n preserving tree canopy, because that is where most of the trees
re.

These studies provide some evidence on variables to investigate
n our study. Overall, they show that simply passing policies is not
ufficient to preserve tree canopy; instead a community must have
he correct, effective policies and then must enforce them.

tudy area

This analysis will use data for the 28-county Metropolitan Sta-
istical Area (MSA) defined for metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia.4 The
1,694 km2 Atlanta MSA region accounts for 14% of the area in Geor-
ia (150,000 km2), and as of 2005, 4,917,717 inhabitants resided
n the Atlanta MSA region, accounting for 54.20% of the state’s
opulation (9,072,576 inhabitants) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2005). The
egion has had extraordinarily high population growth, which has
ncreased from 1,840,280 in 1970 to 4,917,717 in 2005 in the 28-
ounty metropolitan area (Real Estate Center, 2005).

The high population growth rate in Atlanta is just one rea-
on that this region is an ideal area for this study. Additionally,
early all of the counties in the Atlanta MSA region lay within
he Piedmont Uplands, with similar physiographic characteristics
uch as gently rolling hills, isolated mountains, presence of rivers
nd ravines, and mixed deciduous forests, which are predominated
y oak–hickory–pine forests (Hodler and Schretter, 1986; GWW,
000).5 The physiographic consistency throughout the counties

s useful to this study since, as noted by Heynan and Lindsey
2003), ecological and geological factors both directly and indirectly
nfluence tree canopy sources, such as vegetation and popula-
ion habitability, respectively. This characteristic of the Atlanta
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

SA region will aid in identifying land use policies that effect
ree canopy coverage, since the effect from heterogeneous phys-
ographic regions on tree canopy is minimized.

4 Counties are the U.S. level of government one step below states, with coun-
ies containing cities which generally have their own government. Policies such
s zoning and development approval are sometimes shared by cities and counties
nd sometimes split so that counties only control such decisions outside the city
oundaries.
5 Two counties lie partially in the Tennessee physiographic region, and one lies

artially in the Southern region.
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xpert survey for data collection

Data on some variables and policies of interest for this study
ere unavailable from secondary data sources. In order to col-

ect this data, an online survey was created and administered to
nowledgeable persons within Atlanta MSA counties and cities.6

he survey design and implementation followed Dillman’s Total
esign Method (1978) and Tailored Design Method (2007) in order

o maximize both the reliability of results and response rates. It
as administered throughout the study area in September 2006.

rospective respondents were contacted via e-mail, using con-
act information collected through public sources and a database

anaged by the Georgia Forestry Commission. Recipients included
rborists, urban planners, decision-makers, and other qualified
ecipients who potentially held a significant amount of knowledge
n respects to planning and tree management in their commu-
ity. If a recipient agreed to complete the internet survey, they
ere directed to the survey website.7 The participant then received

nstructions that guided them to the community that they wished
o evaluate. This process utilized a community hierarchy, beginning
ith the MSA region, from which the user could narrow down to a

pecific county, and if chosen, an incorporated city that they wished
o evaluate.

Upon completing the survey, each participant received a thank
ou note for their time and a reminder that they were still eligible
o complete surveys for other communities if they wished to do
o. A follow-up reminder e-mail was sent to non-respondents two
eeks later, and a second and final reminder e-mail was sent four
eeks after the initial invitation. The questions asked in the sur-

ey were primarily created using findings from previous studies
hat suggested what policy and management factors may influ-
nce a community’s percent change in tree canopy. Specifically,
uestions to account for a county’s tree ordinance and its clauses,
anagement, communication efforts, zoning, development regu-

ations, and inhibitors to maintaining tree canopy were of main
nterest to this study. The survey was designed to address trees
n both private and public landscapes. Note that due to the lim-
ted degrees of freedom created by the small sample size used in
his study, as well as the desire to include all influential factors
hat held the promise of influencing tree canopy, some explanatory
ariable modifications and consolidations, such as indices, were
sed.

In all, 2380 people were invited to participate in this study’s sur-
ey, 308 surveys were collected through internet and postal mail
or a response rate of 12.94%. Of the returned surveys, 22 were
ither unusable or the participant asked to have it discarded, which
esulted in a final sample size of 286 responses, or 12.02% of the ini-
ial sample population. This number is not surprising given the high
evel of knowledge required about community trees to complete
his survey, which likely reduced the number of qualified survey
articipants. Usable responses were obtained for 22 out of the 28
ounties in the Atlanta MSA, so our models will be confined to
bservations on those 22 counties. Only surveys returned for coun-
ies were used; responses specific to cities were saved for use in
uture work on cities.

To evaluate if this sample size is adequate, we use the following
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

ormula for the sample size necessary to achieve a desired degree

6 Due to incongruity in the availability of data for cities within the MSA region,
ity results will be set aside for use in a future study.

7 In the initial e-mail invitation, recipients were also given the option to request
paper survey to complete and return by mail. Those who so requested were sent a

urvey and a return mailing envelope with prepaid postage.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
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through the land use variable previously mentioned, a need to
account for the direct effects of both planning and zoning was
desired. This was done using two survey questions. Both were
designed to give participants the opportunity to rate planning and
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f accuracy:

s = (Np)(p)(1 − p)

(Np − 1)(B/C)2 + (p)(1 − p)

here Ns is the sample size needed, Np is the population size, B
s the acceptable sampling error, C is the critical value, and p is
he response percentage to a yes/no question. Our population Np is
380; B will be set at ±5%; for a confidence level of 90%, C is 1.645;
nd p will be set as a 50/50 split.8 This yields a needed sample size
f Ns = 223 people. Given that we are able to use 286 responses, we
hould exceed the desired statistical precision (Dillman, 2007).

ata and variables used

The dependent variable used in this study was the change in per-
ent of county land area covered in tree canopy from 1991 to 2001
canopy). This data was provided by the Natural Resources Spatial
nalysis Laboratory (NARSAL, 2007) at the University of Georgia. It

s based on calibration of aerial photos with pixels of 1 m2 and Land-
at satellite images with pixels of 30 m2. NARSAL used computer
lgorithms to compute the percent of tree canopy coverage in each
ixel, allowing a computation of the change in tree canopy between
he two years. In regards to classification error associated with the
ree canopy data, the root mean square error (RMSE) is approxi-

ately .75–.85 for each model, which implies the classification of
and cover is highly accurate.

A very important variable for the model is the change in imper-
ious surface, IS. This is because impervious surface accounts for
everal types of land use, including parking lots, rooftops, roads,
idewalks, and other areas that are characterized by compacted
aterials such as concrete, asphalt and brick that water cannot pass

hrough and trees cannot grow on (Lu and Weng, 2006). Data for this
ariable were derived from the same NARSAL land cover dataset as
ur dependent variable, again taking the percent change from 1991
o 2001. Given that these two variables were collected at the same
ime, on the same 30 m2 pixel scales, and with the same collec-
ion methods, no additional discrepancies in positional accuracy
re created by this spatial data (Lo and Yeung, 2002).

A weighted index of tree canopy given 2001 land use types (lan-
use) was used to illustrate the nature of the development pattern in
ach of the Atlanta MSA counties. As noted by Nowak et al. (1996),
ue to inherent differences between land use types, variation in
ree canopy coverage is expected to exist for differing land use cate-
ories. In order to weight each of the land use types by the expected
ercent tree canopy, tree canopy goals set forth by American Forests
ere used. Their research indicates that communities east of the
ississippi should attempt to attain (or sustain) an overall tree

anopy coverage of 40%, achieved for most communities through
5% coverage in downtown and industrial areas (light coverage),
5% in urban residential and commercial areas (medium coverage),
nd 50% in suburban residential areas (heavy coverage) (American

Landuse = indu
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

orests, 2002). These coverage goals offer a rough approximation of
he development patterns that are associated with specific land use
ypes, therefore making it possible to designate expected percent
ree canopy weights to land use types considered in this study. In

8 Assuming a 50/50 split produces a conservative estimate of the needed sample
ize.
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onstructing a county-wide goal value that would serve to correct
ifferent tree canopy levels for each county’s specific mix of land
se types, these weights are multiplied by acreage in each land use
ategory and then the sum was divided by the total acreage in each
ounty, resulting in a value for each county ranging from zero to
ne. Mathematically, the landuse variable was:

l (0.15) + commercial (0.25) + residential (0.5) + other (1.0)
total county acres

This value provided an estimate of the degree of difficulty coun-
ies face in regards to sustaining their existing tree canopy coverage,
ith values closer to one representing counties that should have

ess trouble sustaining tree canopy, given that a large majority of
heir land is undeveloped/sparsely developed land.

Another factor controlled for in this study is whether coun-
ies have managed to implement quality growth projects in their
ommunity (ex). In order to account for this, data on the num-
er of exemplary local planning and quality growth projects were
ollected from data offered on the Georgia Department of Commu-
ity Affairs’ Georgia Quality Growth Partnership website.9 Seven
roject characteristics are considered as demonstrating quality
rowth: infill development, cluster development, voluntary con-
ervation subdivision design, creative design for higher density,
iparian buffers, park creation and financing, and heat island miti-
ation. In addition, two other factors are considered to demonstrate
uality growth in the community: an ordinance mandating conser-
ation subdivision design and the presence of a local land trust.10

n order to account for all of these practices, a simple index was
reated in which counties were awarded one point for each listing
n the quality growth website in any of the above nine categories.
any counties have a score greater than nine on this index since

hey can have multiple examples of each characteristic or factor.
Tree management (mgt) is a binary variable that accounts for

hether or not a county had either a manager or department whose
esponsibilities included overseeing the well-being of trees in the
ommunity. These responsibilities generally include tree welfare on
ll public lands plus often oversight of ordinances and consultations
ith property owners regarding regulations and best management
ractices for trees on private lands.

Communication (comm) was also considered an important fac-
or when assessing tree canopy, since public support and input has
een shown to have a positive effect on trees (Green et al., 1998).
herefore, our survey included a question asking whether or not
he county had made an attempt to communicate to its citizens
bout trees through public events, educational programs, radio,
elevision, printed material, or other mediums. The results from this

ultiple choice question were condensed using a composite index,
hich accounted for each individual communication medium used,
ith counties having the ability to score on a 0–6 scale, 6 meaning

he county communicates to the community using all six possible
ediums.
The effect of zoning on the percent change on tree canopy (zon-

ng) was a bit problematic. Since zoning was partially accounted
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

9 The information can be found at http://www.georgiaplanning.com and
ttp://www.georgiaqualitygrowth.com.
10 Conservation subdivision design is a type of site engineering that leaves the
verage density of a project unchanged while concentrating all the building in a
ortion of the land involved (usually 40–60 percent of the project site) so as to
reserve the remaining land in a natural state. Land trusts are a type of U.S. non-profit
hat hold legal easements on parcels to protect its undeveloped status in perpetuity.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
http://www.georgiaplanning.com/
http://www.georgiaqualitygrowth.com/
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canopyi = ˇ + treeordiˇtreeord + mgtiˇmgt + popiˇpop

+commiˇcomm + ISiˇIS + exiˇex + inhibitiˇinhibit

+landuseiˇlanduse + clausesiˇclauses + zoningiˇzoning

+boardiˇboard + develregiˇdevelreg + CCdumiˇCCdum

+εcanopy
i

Table 1
Variable names and descriptions.

Variable Description

Canopy Change in the percent of tree canopy cover, 1991–2001
IS Change in the percent impervious surface, 1991–2001
Landuse Weighted index of land use types: residential (.50),

commercial (.25), industrial (.15), other (1.0)
Pop Change in the percent population, 1990–2000
ex Index of the number of exemplary quality growth examples
mgt County has established a tree care entity
comm Index of mediums used by county to communicate about trees
Zoning Index of quality growth and tree canopy efforts exhibited in

zoning (0–20)
develreg Degree of development regulation (none, somewhat, and

significant regulation)
Inhibit Index of inhibitors faced by a county that prevent meeting tree

goals
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oning using a Likert scale of 1–10. The first question asked partic-
pants to rate the planning and zoning regulations in their county
n terms of helping to promote quality growth, with 10 being the

ost effective. Second, participants were asked to rate the plan-
ing and zoning regulations in their county in terms of protecting
nd promoting tree canopies, with 10 being the most regulated. In
rder to gain a comprehensive view of both the effectiveness and
egulation through planning and zoning in regards to tree quality,
hese two questions were combined into one regressor, with coun-
ies having the ability to attain a score on a 0–20 scale, with 20
ignifying that the county’s planning and zoning are designed to
romote both effective quality growth and tree protection, both of
hich are hypothesized to positively influence tree canopy.

Development regulation (develreg) was based on a multiple
hoice question. Specifically, survey participants were asked if
evelopment in the county was unregulated, somewhat regulated,
r heavily regulated. The subjective nature of this question may
ose problems that could affect the validity and significance of this
egressor. Although the same issue with subjectivity exists for the
oning questions included in this survey, less bias is expected due
o both the larger scale and the dual explanation provided by these
imilar questions.

Finally, survey participants were asked whether any inhibitors
inhibit) existed that prevented the county from attaining their
esired quality of tree management. These inhibitors included

nsufficient budget, insufficient staff and equipment, competing
riorities, lack of public support and political will, and lack of
ommunity recognition concerning the importance of tree manage-
ent. Such factors could affect either public or private trees, or both.

he results from this multiple choice question were condensed
sing a composite index, which accounted for each inhibitor, with
ounties having the ability to score on a 0–7 scale, 7 meaning the
ommunity is inhibited by all of the problems presented in the
uestion.

Information on a county’s tree board (board) and ordinance
stablishment (treeord), as well as well as information on the
lauses within a county’s tree ordinances (clauses) were collected.
he existences of a county tree board to deal with both public trees
nd tree ordinances that regulate and make policy related to pri-
ate trees were recorded using binary dummy variables, with one
mplying the county has established a tree board or tree ordinance,
ero otherwise. This information was collected from two ordinance
eviews and two surveys. The first ordinance review was conducted
or the survey at hand, using information given in county ordi-
ances listed on Municode (Municipal Code Corporation, 2006).
owever, due to missing and/or outdated ordinances, questions
ere included in this study’s survey to gather more up-to-date

nformation on specific tree ordinances. Head’s (2006) review of
rdinances was also used to supplement any missing information.
f the possible clauses to include in a tree ordinance, nine were
ypothesized to have a positive influence on tree canopy, including:

1. Establishment of tree banks or alternative compliance
. Site requirements during development, such as specification of

tree preservation areas, allowances on tree removal, landscape
plans, or tree replacement

. Requirement of a tree removal permit for previously developed
private land
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

. Requirement of a tree removal permit for new development

. Buffer requirements for root zone protection during develop-
ment

. Adherence to protect exceptional trees during development (i.e.
specimen and historic tree protection)

B
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7. Allowance for tree unit credits or replacement fees of no less
than 100% the costs of the tree removed

. Requirement of street trees (i.e. street lining, minimum quanti-
ties, and species requirements)

. Parking lot requirements (i.e. islands, trees per space, and per-
cent of parking lot dedicated to tree requirements).

In order to include the effects from all of these factors, an
ndex was created which assigned each clause one point for being
ncluded in a county’s tree ordinance, and zero otherwise. There-
ore, the possible values attainable by each county ranged from 0
o 9 for this regressor, 9 meaning all clauses were included, and 0

eaning none had been established (which in most cases implied
hat the county had not established a tree ordinance). One can see
rom the specific clauses covered, that these ordinances include
ublic and private trees, probably with most of the focus on private
rees.

Finally, given the drastically different makeup of each county’s
haracteristics in the Atlanta MSA, consideration was given towards
reating a variable to indicate the difference between the five core
ounties of the Atlanta MSA, which includes the counties of Cobb,
ulton, Gwinnett, Clayton, and DeKalb. However, within these five
ounties vast differences in policies and demographics exist, rais-
ng the question of whether or not it would be appropriate to
ummy out all five of these counties, or instead to only dummy out
ome of them. To investigate this, the Euclidean distance between
ach county’s vectors of explanatory variables was computed. The
esults from this procedure show that a minimal difference exists
etween the sum of the squared explanatory variables for Clayton
nd Cobb counties, but Fulton, Gwinnett, and DeKalb were consid-
rably different. In order to account for this unique relationship, an
ndicator variable was created, with one indicating Clayton or Cobb
ounty, zero otherwise (CCdum).

he model

To estimate the effect of local government policies on the preser-
ation of tree canopy in the Greater Atlanta region, we estimated
he linear regression model:
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

oard County has established a tree board
reeord County has established a tree ordinance
lauses Index of tree preserving clauses in tree ordinance
Cdum Dummy variable defining Cobb and Clayton County as one,

otherwise zero.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
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Table 2
Summary statistics for variables in model.

Variable Observations Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

� % tree canopy 28 −0.034 0.033 −0.121 0.029
� % impervious surface 28 0.021 0.021 0.001 0.078
Landuse 28 0.828 0.113 0.535 0.968
% � population 28 0.428 0.294 0.005 1.232
Quality growth examples 28 1.536 2.925 0.000 13.000
Management 28 0.393 0.497 0.000 1.000
Communicate 26 1.654 1.623 0.000 5.000
Zoning 22 11.206 2.849 3.500 16.000
Degree of regulation 22 2.405 0.359 2.000 3.000
Inhibitors 28 3.196 2.315 0.000 7.000
Tree board 28 0.179 0.390 0.000 1.000
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ree ordinance 28 0.571
rdinance clauses 28 3.571
obb/Clayton dummy 28 0.071

here the variables are defined in Table 1, constructed as described
n the previous section, and have their summary statistics dis-
layed in Table 2. The ˇ’s are parameters to be estimated
nd the subscript i refers to the county, which is our level of
bservation.

Because of questions about endogeneity with regard to certain
ariables (that is, does a county appoint a person to manage tree
ssues because they are losing or have lost significant tree canopy?),
he model was estimated by generalized method of moments using
nstruments to correct for endogeneity problems (Greene, 2008).
he instruments used included data on population, percent of
rban population, age, income, and college education levels in each
ounty. Data on these variables were collected from the decennial
990 and 2000 U.S. Census Bureau long-forms.

mpirical results and discussion

The GMM estimates of the above model are presented in Table 3.
he R2 of 0.80 is excellent for this type of cross-sectional data.
urthermore, nine out of fourteen explanatory variables are sta-
istically significant, a pretty good percentage given the small
umber of degrees of freedom. Diagnostic tests indicate the model

s well-specified and does not suffer from undue heteroscedastic-
ty or multicollinearity. Endogeneity issues are handled through
he use of GMM estimation. Select estimation results are dis-
ussed below. In the discussions, all references to gains (or losses)
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

n tree canopy refer to increases in canopy coverage relative to
he expected change without a particular policy or event; rela-
ive gains might lead to actual tree canopy changes over the time
eriod that are positive or negative depending on what other

able 3
ree canopy preservation model parameter estimates.

ariable B Standard Error z score Sig.

onstant −0.1866 0.0371 −5.03 0.000
ree ordinance 0.0037 0.0165 0.23 0.821
anagement −0.0565 0.0091 −6.2 0.000
� population 0.0218 0.0136 1.61 0.108

ommunicate −0.0025 0.0021 −1.19 0.233
� impervious surface −1.5633 0.3883 −4.03 0.000
uality growth examples 0.0058 0.0016 3.6 0.000

nhibitors 0.0115 0.0026 4.34 0.000
anduse 0.1200 0.0328 3.66 0.000
rdinance clauses 0.0103 0.0028 3.74 0.000
oning 0.0026 0.0009 2.93 0.003
ree board −0.0089 0.0128 −0.7 0.486
egree of regulation −0.0137 0.0101 −1.36 0.175
obb/Clayton dummy 0.0864 0.0212 4.08 0.000
2 = .8015

s
e
t
N
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r
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e
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d
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c

0.504 0.000 1.000
3.501 0.000 9.000
0.262 0.000 1.000

actors, events, and policies in each county were over the study
eriod.

The coefficient on IS suggests that, holding all other factors
qual, for every additional one percent increase in a county’s land
rea covered by impervious surface from 1991 to 2001, it is expected
o have lost tree canopy equal to 1.56 percent of county land area at
he end of the time period. Detailed examination of the county-by-
ounty ratio of impervious surface gain to tree canopy loss indicate
hat as urbanization increases, the ratio of tree canopy removed to
ains in the impervious surface tends to decrease, moving towards
one-to-one ratio. One possible driver for this trend is that as

opulation density increases, urbanized counties will experience
ore infill and smaller scale development, therefore resulting in

ess trees being removed than would be in large scale land develop-
ent. Another reason that impervious surface is low relative to tree

anopy loss in more rural counties is land speculation. Landown-
rs will often cut down trees on their undeveloped land in order to
repare it for residential development. Therefore, during the tran-
itional phase when land is no longer forested but has not yet been
eveloped for residential purposes tree canopy loss can greatly
xceed impervious surface gain.

The coefficient on ex shows that, holding all other factors con-
tant, each additional exemplary quality growth example that a
ounty reported led to a gain in tree canopy equal to 0.58 percent of
he county land area during the period from 1991 to 2001. Therefore,
f a county were to implement one of each of the nine examples con-
idered in this study, they would experience a gain in tree canopy
qual to 5.26 percent of the county land area relative to what the
ree canopy would have been without those smart growth projects.
ote that counties could have implemented more than one qual-

ty growth example, such as in the case of Fulton County, which
mplemented 13 examples, which implies that they experienced a
elative gain in tree canopy equal to 7.60 percent of the county land
rea during the decade.

The coefficient on mgt indicates that if a county establishes a
epartment and/or person who is responsible for the management
f a county’s trees, the county is expected to lose tree canopy equal
o 5.65 percent of the county land area during the ten year period
ver and above the change had they not established a manage-
ent entity during that time. This result is surprising, since it was

xpected that management would have a positive effect on tree
anopy coverage. Perhaps the data on mgt fails to capture whether a
eal priority is put on preserving and promoting trees versus simply
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

esignating a person or agency to be “in charge.”
The coefficient on zoning implies that each additional point

ained on the composite scale of 0–20 used to measure a county’s
mphasis on quality growth and tree canopy protection led the
ounty to gain tree canopy equal to 0.26 percent of the county’s

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
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and area during the period from 1991 to 2001 over the change
n tree canopy. This implies that if a county were to score all 20
oints, it could expect to gain tree canopy equal to 5.14 percent of
he county land over ten years. This is an unlikely situation; how-
ver, given that the mean value for a county’s zoning score was 11.2,
t is not improbable for a county to raise its score by five points,

hich would lead to an expected gain in tree canopy equal to 1.29
ercent of the county land area during the decade.

The results for inhibit illustrate that, holding all else constant,
ach additional factor that inhibits a county from successful tree
anagement leads to a gain in tree canopy equal to 1.15 percent of

he county land at the end of the period from 1991 to 2001 com-
ared to the change if they did not face the inhibitor. If a county

aces all seven of the inhibitors accounted for in this study, it sug-
ests that a county would expect a gain in tree canopy equal to 8.02
ercent of the county land at the end of the ten year period. One
xplanation for the sign on this coefficient is that broadly speaking,
nhibit reflects the need for resources and support to protect trees
n a county. Therefore, it makes sense that in order for counties to
eel they are facing inhibitors, they must be making an effort to
cquire resources and support to protect trees in the county. That
s, if you do not care about saving or gaining trees, you do not face
ny inhibitors.

The coefficient on clauses suggests that, with all other factors
onstant, each ordinance clause added to a tree ordinance leads
o an expected 1.03 percent increase in county land area covered
ith tree canopy at the end of the ten years. This means that if a

ounty were to enact all nine of the clauses included in this study, it
ould have an expected 9.25 percent increase in land covered with

ree canopy at the end of the ten year period. This result is quite
nteresting, given that the act of establishing a tree ordinance is
ot significant in itself (its coefficient is statistically insignificant).

t is the clauses within the tree ordinance that can significantly
nfluence the change in the percent of tree canopy covering land
n the county. Therefore, having an ordinance that is robust with

eaningful clauses is essential in the establishment of policies to
lleviate the loss of tree canopy; compromising on content in order
o get an ordinance passed would be self-defeating according to our

odel results.

otential economic benefits of local government policies

In order to determine the economic implications for counties
ssociated with sustaining tree canopy cover, avoided costs for
tormwater management, health benefits from air quality improve-
ents, and decreased summer energy savings were considered. To

o this, consider an imaginary county with land area equal to the
verage for an Atlanta MSA County, 81,034 ha. Then several policy
cenarios were envisioned in order to demonstrate the magnitude
f economic net benefits that might be captured such a county and
ts residents through those tree-friendly policies.

The avoided costs or societal benefits are valued on a per hectare
asis, using earlier studies on the economic value of trees (American
orests, 2002; McPherson et al., 2005). Existing estimates suggest
n average of $19.81 in terms of energy savings and approximately
Please cite this article in press as: Hill, E., et al., Evaluating the impac
Use Policy (2009), doi:10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007

590 in terms health benefits from improved air quality for each
ectare of tree canopy.11 These benefits go to individuals and to

ocal governments to the extent that they subsidize health expenses
f their residents. Direct benefits to the county primarily appear in

11 These values were created using energy savings estimates proposed by Ameri-
an Forest for the City of Atlanta and air pollution savings calculated using the U.S.
orest Service’s Effects of Urban Forests and their Management on Human Health
nd Environmental Quality Pollution Program.
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he form of avoided costs associated with stormwater management.
ased on a 1996 study created by American Forests for the City
f Atlanta, each hectare of tree canopy provides $14,464 savings
rom reduced stormwater runoff. This, however, is also a function
f factors such as a county’s existing impervious surface, which is
ix times greater in the City of Atlanta than in an average county;
herefore, $2,411, which is one-sixth of the estimated savings per
ectare associated with stormwater runoff in the City of Atlanta,
ill be used as a conservative estimate for the benefit that tree

anopy provides to our imaginary county.12

Using the above values to make concrete the potential economic
mpact of local tree-related policies, we consider several policy
hange scenarios. First, consider an example in which the imagi-
ary county establishes a tree ordinance containing five meaningful
lauses. Since each tree ordinance clause is expected to lead to a 1.03
ercent increase in county land covered with tree canopy over ten
ears, it is expected that five tree ordinance clauses will lead to a
.15 percent increase in county land covered with tree canopy. This

mplies that by establishing five ordinance clauses, the imaginary
ounty would annually gain $82,606 in energy savings, $2,472,000
n air quality benefits, and $10,052,800 in stormwater management
avings, for a total of $12,607,406. These savings would be shared
mong residents, businesses, and the local governments.

Consider another example of the benefits from implementing
and use policies in which counties improved their score on zon-
ng by five points. Recall that each additional zoning point leads
o a 0.26 percent increase in tree canopy covering land within the
ounty, or a 1.3 percent increase in tree canopy total. This implies
hat by gaining the five zoning points, the imaginary county could
nnually gain $19,248 in energy savings, $576,000 in air quality
enefits, and $2,342,400 in stormwater management savings, for a
otal savings of $2,937,648. Overall, if a county were to enact five

eaningful tree ordinance clauses and gain five zoning points, the
verage county in the Atlanta MSA could have been saving approx-
mately $15,545,054 annually in 2001 compared to if it had not
nacted these land use policies.

onclusions

The analysis of data from the greater Metro Atlanta area on local
overnment policies clearly shows that some local government
olicies are effective in preserving tree canopy coverage. However,
ot all policies are effective, so governments should choose the
ost beneficial policies if they wish to have the largest impact on

ree canopy protection. In particular, the most effective policies in
rotecting tree canopy were found to be: a set of tree ordinance
lauses, zoning ordinances, and having high quality smart growth
rojects in the community. These policies produced effects that
ere both statistically significant and of a sufficient magnitude to
ave meaningful environmental impacts. Other policies, such as
imply having a tree ordinance, designating a key management per-
on in charge of tree programs, the presence of a tree board, and
ultiple communication channels were shown to be ineffective for

ur data set.
These findings should encourage local governments to focus

n effective policies, leading to positive trends in tree canopy
t of government land use policies on tree canopy coverage. Land

rotection. The economic impact of effective policies is not triv-
al, with possible benefits on the order of $10–15 million per
ear for an average-sized county. Because benefits from tree
anopy accrue to both the local government’s budget and its res-

12 The average of the ratios of impervious surface in the City of Atlanta to the
verage county was taken for 1991 (7.32 times greater) and 2001 (4.95 times greater)
n creating this number.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2009.05.007
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dents and business owners, the entire community should gain
rom the passage of effective policies to preserve their local tree
anopy.
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